Industry events and activities
Field trips
Industry networking
Industry interaction
Highlights:
Puerto Rico Service Learning

Madison Opdahl
Student Service Learning Trip Sponsors:

Material Sponsors: Q&D Construction, Mortenson Construction
2017-18 CEM Student Competition Teams

Catarina Pestana, Instructor
Joe Fradella, Senior Instructor, Hoffman Instructor
John Calhoun
Mason Drake
Samual Hart-Thompson
Spencer Hops
Brendan Kelley
Cody Line
Alternate: Jason Murakami
Coleman Aamodt
Justin Agbannaoag
Yair Buendia
James Dimond
Anthony Eames
Trevo Knott
Gabriel Geiser-Sweeney
Andrew Kimmer
Max Malany
Dallas Thompson
Grant Van Kampen
Andrew Yungert
Dallas Thompson
Best Presenter • Electrical Competition
Garrett Burris
Clay Kronsberg
Tristan Lebaron
Shane O’Hara
Kenneth Semenko
Chad Way
Alternate: Aaron Bowen
Tyler Brown
Garrett Eisenbrandt
Nick Lodge
Grant Smith
Duc Vu
Ryan Wagar

3rd Place!
Ryan Wagar
Best Presenter • Mechanical Competition
Alternate: Michael Jones
Nicholas Braman
Michael Jansen
Allyson Lowe
Alex Park
Alex Radcliffe
Jacob Tomasini

1st Place!
Alternate: Abas Hassan
Susan Alfaro
Amy DelPlato
Ben Folgate
Christian Francis
Niklas Tostar
Naomi Salgado

3rd Place!
Alternate: Miguel Leon
Jose Alegria
Thomas Green
Raul Perez
Miguel Sum-Siquina,
Andros Pereira
Jack Powers
Jack Powers
Best Presenter • Preconstruction
Michael Jones
Best Presenter • Alternates Competition
ASC REGIONS 6 & 7 RENO COMPETITION

THANK YOU INDUSTRY PARTNERS

COACHES

With support from:
Absher  Apollo Mechanical  Howard S. Wright  Kerr Contractors  T. Gerding Construction

Competition winners:

MIXED-USE | FIRST PLACE
Nicholas Braman, Michael Jansen, Aliyson Lowe, Alex Park, Alex Radcliffe, Jacob Tomasini
Alternate: Michael Jones

MECHANICAL | THIRD PLACE
Tyler Brown, Garrett Eisenbrandt, Nick Lodge, Grant Smith, Duc Vu, Ryan Wagar
Alternate: Aaron Bowen

PROJECT MANAGEMENT | THIRD PLACE
Susan Alfaro, Amy DelPlato, Ben Folgate, Christian Francis, Naomi Salgado, Niklas Tostar
Alternate: Abas Hassan

ALTERNATES TEAM | FIRST PLACE
Aaron Bowen

ALTERNATES COMPETITION | BEST PRESENTER
Michael Jones

MECHANICAL COMPETITION | BEST PRESENTER
Ryan Wagar

PRE CONSTRUCTION COMPETITION | BEST PRESENTER
Jack Powers

ELECTRICAL COMPETITION | BEST PRESENTER
Dallas Thompson

Oregon State University
ASC REGIONS 6 & 7reno competition

Thank you sponsors

Howard S. Wright
a balfour beatty company

Skanska

Andersen Construction

Hamilton Construction Company

Jedunn Construction

Knife River

Oslo Industrial Electric

Turner

R&H construction

Sierra Nevada Construction

BMWC Constructors

Traylor Bros., Inc.

Swinerton Builders

Oregon State University
Hal Pritchett Student of the Year
Sponsored by: Howard S. Wright

Joe Louis
Assistant Professor
CEM Scholarship Recognition

Ingrid Arocho
Assistant Professor

Yelda Turkan
Assistant Professor
CEM Endowed Scholarships and Fellowships

AGC Student Chapter Scholarship Fund
Barnard & Kinney Construction Scholarship Fund
Bechtel Corporation CEF Scholarship Fund
Clyde and Mary Spencer Memorial Scholarship
Colonel & Mrs Robert Gilmore Scott Memorial Scholarship Fund

Culbertson Family Scholarship Fund
George B LaBaun Memorial Scholarship Fund
GL & JC Compton Memorial Scholarship Fund

Harry & Jack Hamilton Scholarship Fund
Hoffman Scholars Program
CEM Endowed Scholarships and Fellowships

Michael "Mikey" C Hutchens Memorial Scholarship Fund

NECA Electrical Contractors' Scholarship Fund

R L Polvi/Beavers Heavy Construction Scholarship Fund

Robert C & Patricia McEwan Wilson Scholarship Fund

S Jesse McRae Memorial Scholarship Fund

TCM Mechanical Contracting Scholarship Fund

Union Contractors of AGC Scholarship Fund

Walt and Jackie Gamble Student Assistance Fund

William & Vickie Pahl CEM Scholarship Fund